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Welcome to RVGS!
Congratulations on becoming an RVGS ‘Lab Rat’!
Today we will discuss what you can expect in your
experience at RVGS, address impacts from the pandemic,
discuss the summer math assignment, and give some tips
for success!
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Why RVGS?
Take a moment to think about what
motivated you to apply to attend RVGS…
Hopefully that includes:
An opportunity to grow
A place to truly challenge yourself
Deep learning in math, science, and
technology
The chance to develop determination and grit
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What defines a ‘gov school student’?
Our students are smart, but ‘being smart’ isn’t what
defines them.
Values that matter here:
Determination
Integrity
Excitement for Learning
Critical thinking
Drive to grow and improve

Note that this list DIDN’T include:
Perfection
Straight A’s
Never needing help
4
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Student life at RVGS
Friendships across the region
from different schools
Warm, academically-minded
student community
Student advisory
“Govie Gala”
Ultimate Frisbee
Shelly STEM Challenge
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Don’t be scared
Many people are afraid they “aren’t good enough” when
they start something new
If you have a question, don’t be afraid to ask!
It is helpful to become comfortable with the idea of
being uncomfortable.
We want you to thrive and will offer support, but no one
can do it for you.
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Let’s address some misconceptions
Struggles are permanent/damaging. (“I’ll never be good at
this”)
They aren’t - they are learning experiences.

The point of high school is to get good grades so you can get
into college.
Grades and college are important, but so is your personal
growth. Colleges know our standards are high.
Asking questions/needing help means you aren’t smart enough.
Everyone has things during class they don’t understand!
Determination is for people who aren’t smart enough.
If you never find something difficult, that means you aren’t
challenging yourself enough.
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RVGS Determined
R: Reflection (you need to self-assess to grow)
V: Virtue (integrity in and out of the classroom)
G: Growth (strive for improvement and
development)
S: Setting goals (supports continued growth)
Determined: willingness and desire to overcome
setbacks and not letting things stand in your way
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Student Supports
Teachers – during class and before/after
Counselor – Mrs. Sebolt
Director – Mr. Levy
Peers
School culture – RVGS Determined
When struggles continue
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Let’s Cover Some Basic Information…
Yearly calendar – Roanoke City Schools calendar

Orientation: Aug 8-11 (8:30-11:00) at RVGS
What to expect
Transportation for orientation

First day of school: Aug 23
Project Forum (required day): Saturday Feb 4, 2022

Daily schedule
8:30 – 11:00 (AM) or 12:55 – 3:30 (PM)

Course schedule: Physics, Algebra 2 (most students),
Fundamentals of Research (elective)
Course supplies: Graphing calculator (see letter/email
ddivers@rvgs.k12.va.us with questions) and ‘normal’
supplies
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Let’s talk about the past few years…
You and your teachers the past few years did the best
you could through difficult circumstances
Our goal is to meet you at your starting point and get you
to an appropriate end point by May 2023
The transition to RVGS is always a challenge, and you
might feel that even more because of the pandemic
Let’s all understand there could be some bumps in the
road in the fall, but the teachers and staff at RVGS will
be there to help you overcome them
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Coming to RVGS is a chance to discover
your own power
Many “heroes” from books or movies start off
being restrained or held down by outside forces.
Let’s talk about one well-known example…
In many ways, the past few years and aspects of
society have put you in that position.
The defining characteristic of heroes isn’t that things
start off perfect or that they get everything they
want…it’s that they become more powerful than the
outside forces that held them down
You have the power to take charge of your own
future.
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How will we get there?
The RVGS transition is a challenge, but it isn’t a mystery:
We will give you advice – follow it!
We will give you clear expectations – meet them!
We will offer help – accept it!

Let’s discuss priorities for your student skills, academics, and
frame of mind:
Focus on student skills (actually “doing my best”) :
Follow advice for study skills and time management
Studying and practicing are necessary
You NEED to budget your time…
Meet due dates and expectations. No late work, no retaking
quizzes and tests, no extra credit. If you have a problem
CONTACT THE TEACHER IN ADVANCE.
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How will we get there?
Focus on academics:
Summer prep – make good use of your summer assignment
Recognize gaps in your knowledge and attack them
Commit to stretch yourself and think deeply
Deepening prior skills; be an ACTIVE learner

Getting/keeping a healthy frame of mind
Reach out for help – become friends with Mrs. Sebolt!
Get enough sleep
Keep prospective –worst damage a math test can do is a paper cut
Control your technology use instead of it controlling you
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Controlling your App Use
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Math Summer Assignment
The summer assignment is NOT:
A screening process
Something to prove that you ‘belong’
Us trying to ruin your summer

It IS:
A chance to practice important skills
A way to proactively address ‘soft spots’ from the
past 2 years
An opportunity to practice determination and
time-management
The easiest grade you’ll get at RVGS

The summer assignment must be
completed by August 7. (You should probably write
that down)
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How to access the assignment
A link to the assignment (specific to your math class) is
found on the RVGS website (www.rvgs.k12.va.us) under
Announcements. You are encouraged to subdivide the work
and commit to completing some work each week.
Practice your time-management skills!
The assignment is completed online to allow quick
feedback.
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How to access the assignment
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Some tips for the summer assignment
Take advantage of the chance to fix knowledge
gaps now, rather than during the school year!
Practice your determination – seek to IMPROVE not
just ‘get it over with’.
Attempt the questions without help so we get a
good sense of where you will need help.
If there are topics you struggle completing, seek
help after completing that section. You SHOULD
NOT have a tutor or friend walk you through the
questions. Maintain your integrity.
No calculator, desmos, etc. Remember our
conversation from earlier…
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Other supports during the summer
We will hold weekly help sessions for Algebra 2 and Precalculus
summer assignments throughout the summer. The link and
information will be posted to the “New Student Center”. Email Mr.
Levy if you need technical assistance (mlevy@rvgs.k12.va.us).
Help sessions will take place on Tuesdays from June 14 to July 26 (no
session on July 5).
Algebra 2 sessions will take place 10:00 – 11:00 AM
Precalculus sessions will take place 11:00 AM – 12:00 PM

New Student Center https://www.rvgs.k12.va.us/Page/1189
Link to help sessions and other info for new students
Students are expected to check the page every Monday at 1:00 PM and
every Thursday at 1:00 PM, and complete a “Check-in” activity.
Why?
Not the end of the world if you have a time conflict. But…what do you
need to do any time you can’t meet an obligation?
20
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Summer “Check-ins”:
Contains basic info right
now, but links will pop-up
at the top each Monday
and Thursday at 1:00 PM.
Help sessions:
General info at the top,
link below, and schedule
with topic list at the
bottom

There is also a link to
indicate if you won’t be
able to complete it when
scheduled.
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Students – Sign up for ‘Remind’ to help
with communication

Not a substitute for checking the “New Student Center!
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What questions can we answer
for you?
Mark Levy - Director
mlevy@rvgs.k12.va.us
Kathy Sebolt - Counselor
ksebolt@rvgs.k12.va.us
Paula Buch – Secretary, Attendance, and
Bookkeeper
pbuch@rvgs.k12.va.us
School Phone Number:
540-853-2116
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